Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for November, 2021

About NWW...

President's Letter

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec.
Time: 6:30pm No host dinner beginning
at 5:30pm.

Fellow NWW woodturners,

We meet at the Mount Vernon Christian
School (820 W. Blackburn Rd. in Mount
Vernon, a short distance west of I-5).

2021 has been a challenging year with many
changes for our club. Fortunately we have been
able to move back into in-person meetings,
augmented with Interactive Remote
Demonstrations (IRDs) and look forward to
continuing these hybrid meetings this coming
year. David Pattenski has been working hard to
fill up our club meeting schedule. He has a look
forward to some of our upcoming meeting
presenters in this newsletter.

I’d like to wish each of you a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from novice
to advanced turners are welcome.

2022 will see us resuming our all-day March
event. It will feature Nick Agar, who is an
internationally recognized woodturner from
England, now based in Georgia. If you would
like to help with planning, setup or takedown,
let me know. We are always looking for helping
hands.
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We will be kicking off a full schedule of
Sawdust Saturday sessions in 2022. Watch for
more information about our January session.
Based on the election conducted at the
November meeting the officers for 2022 will be:
President: Rod Parker
Vice President: Brad Thompson
Treasurer: Phil Kezele
Secretary: Norman Lanford
Once again, wishing you all Happy Holidays
and looking forward to a year of growth and
learning.
Regards,

Rod Parker
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Sawdust Saturdays
By Giovanni Monteferrante
Our Sawdust Saturday programs finished
off 2021 with a November 27th session on
ornaments headed up by Rod Parker.
Rod led the group in a little warm up
exercise of turning a Christmas tree. Then
Ron Radliff shared some of his favorite
Christmas ornaments along with tips and
techniques for turning them. The miniature
hollowed bird houses were a very popular
item.

Pat Goddard wrapped up the day with

leading the group through turning gnomes,
both for decorations on mantles or shelves and as hanging tree ornaments. Pat brought
materials for gnome beards and everyone completed at least one gnome.

This last Sawdust Saturday session of the year was well received by its participants, as evidenced
by the positive feedback shown here (with permission from the authors).

Good Morning Rod,
I just wanted to say thank you for the great class last Saturday. For me it was pretty special. However,
there is one problem. I gave my little gnome to my wife and she immediately placed an order for 11,
one each for our grandchildren. So I am in the shop this morning and will be for the next few days. :o)
Having been president of our ham radio group for the past three years, I know about all the work that
goes into making the organization viable. You are doing a great job. And, if there is anything I can do
to make your job easier, I am more than willing to help out.
Thanks again Rod.
Tom
T. M.(Tom) Fields WA7CH

(Continued on next page)
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Sawdust Saturday (Cont'd)
Rod,
I really enjoyed the class. It was helpful having the hands on instruction and being shown better
ways to hold the turning tools while doing a project.
Thanks
Mark McEathron
The Sawdust Saturday sessions for 2022 are being
planned now. While we continue to place an
emphasis on sessions geared toward newer turners,
we hope to offer our more advanced turners some
sessions that will challenge their creativity and
skills as well. Please watch for more details on
coming sessions in the next newsletter.

For our newest members: The S.S. classes normally

happen at Gerrit Van Ness' shop (12505 Parkside Ln,
Mt Vernon) on the last Saturday of the month and run
from 9:00 am to around 3:00 pm, with a break for brown bag lunches (no stores or restaurants close
by). Cost for the day's instruction is $10 (which also includes the turning wood, coffee and donuts).

Top Donation
This year members of our club turned and donated
800 tops. This effort was completed by just seven
members. I will be delivering the tops on the 8th of
December. If anyone else has turned tops for this
program and needs to get them to me before the 8th
I will be glad to pick them up. Just call me at 360965-9708 or email talrose@msn.com.

Ron Radliff has always turned in the most tops every year since I have been in the club.

One year he turned in a record 1000 tops, and this year he turned in a respectable 250
tops, mostly textured and colored. However, this year he was topped by Bob Adams who
turned in 300 tops that he turned from a variety of beautifully polished hardwoods.
Finishing up the top three contributors was Bob Klett who turned in 100 beautifully
polished natural hardwood tops. The other contributors were Rick Anderson , Tom Fields,
yours truly, and one unknown turner.
Everyone who participated in this program is greatly appreciated. Members are encouraged
to make tops in small batches each month during next year, which adds up to a large
number at the end of the year. The more we can donate the more children can be touched
through the Toys for Tots program.

Tal Birdsong
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November Program Recap
Our in-person meeting on November 18th featured an
IRD by Barbara Dill from her Rockville, Virginia studio.
Barbara has a woodturning history that began not long
after she was able to retire from a 21 year career in
nursing. She first studied woodturning in 1990 at
Arrowmont with Michael Hosaluk; then in ’91 with Ray
Key; then in ’92 with David Ellsworth . She has attended
symposiums, workshops and demos through the years. In
1998 she started teaching beginning woodturning at the
Hand Workshop in Richmond (now the Visual Arts
Center), 1998-2006. She has subsequently made an
instructional DVD which is on her YouTube channel, and
has written a book about multi-axis turning.

Barbara Dill

To quote Barbara's first sentence in her book's introduction, "The process of turning a
spindle on more than one axis can be quite confusing." Many (most?) of us who have
dabbled in multi-axis turning in a rather random, hit-or-miss way would agree with her.
It has been her goal to figure out how to think about about multi-axis turning in a more
systematic way. Her exploration has been primarily about what can happen between
centers, meaning between the headstock and the tailstock, when changing the axis.
Barbara began her presentation by explaining that creating pleasing asymmetrical spindle
shapes on the lathe can be complex. Much too complex to provide a detailed explanation of
its many aspects in the time alloted to her. Her goal for the evening was simply to present a
framework and a vocabulary necessary for everyone to communicate about multi-axis
turning.
Using a series of slides, Barbara showed some of her early experimental pieces. There was a
lot of trial-and-error initially. Fortunately, she had the foresight to begin saving most of her
spindles, along with notes on how the shapes were created. After many, many pieces, she
began to recognize groups of spindles that shared certain common properties.
One major distinction between multi-axis spindle groups was whether or not the axes were
parallel to each other. If they were, she labeled them as (unsurprisingly) "Parallel Axis". If
the various axes were not parallel, she referred the them as "Twisted Axis".
Central axis of spindle

PARALLEL

TWISTED
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November Program Recap (Cont'd)
Any time an axix is moved from
the center axis, as it spins, some
of the wood between the headstock and tailstock looks like solid
wood and some of the wood
looks like it has air in it. Barbara
refers to these as "solid wood"
and "air wood." Other names for
the "air wood" are "ghost wood"
and "blurry wood."
Barbara went on to say that there
are only two results that can
happen when the axis is moved from the center axis to a new axis: arc type and circular type.
Arc types occur when the new profile is cut into the air wood or ghost wood, never reaching
the solid wood of the new axis. Circular types occur when a cut is made through the air wood
to the new solid wood of the new axis
After studying all of the above, Barbara
found that she could group multi-axis
spindles into four dichotomous groups.
The groups are divided in one direction
by whether they are parallel or twisted,
and in another direction by whether
they are arc type or cylindrical type.
Barbara uses this organizational
framework to facilitate an understanding
of the end products of multi-axis
spindles. If one were to plot this
organizational pattern, it would look
something like this:
On the following page is a similar but more
detailed schematic that Barbara has created.
Within each quadrant are representative
examples of the spindles produced.
For more detail, you can visit Barbara's
website, https://wwwbarbaradill.com
which has a fine gallery and links to multiple
articles and instructional videos.
Her book, Multi-Axis Spindle Turning, is
available through Amazon and bookstores.
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Upcoming Programs

December, 2021

- NO MEETING in December. In
keeping with our usual tradition, we will not have a
meeting during December so that you have more time
for family and friends during this busy time of year.
But have no fear, we will be back in full force to begin
the New Year off in January!

January 20, 2022 - Several of our talented in-house

turners will provide demonstrations on topics of interest.
The demos will be running simultaneously and each
demonstrator will cycle through his or her demonstration
more than once so that members can take in multiple
demos.

Note: Pictures on right are representative only. These
individuals have done past demos but may or may not
be demonstrators at the coming event.

February 17, 2022 - Mark Dreyer from Chicago will be
demonstrating basic pen making. This will be a Zoom
presentation at a club meeting. Mark will explain and
demonstrate the A to Z of pen making. Mark has been
making pens for over 20 years and is one of the most
knowledgeable pen makers in the world.
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Preview of Programs for 2022
Contributed by David Pettenski
The schedule for woodturning demonstrators is being finalized for 2022. As I said last year, it
is a challenge to know what is going to come next. We are gradually (and most importantly, in
accordance with the applicable health requirements) moving back to live in-person meetings
and demonstrations. But you know how things can change! And if they do, we will be flexible
and adjust accordingly.
While the foundation of our group has been on live in-person meetings and the associated
socialization, our ultimate goal is to have each demonstration, whether in-person or remote,
available real time via Zoom and also recorded/posted on our web site for future reference.
We are not quite there but we are getting close.
The pandemic has made scheduling live demonstrations more challenging. The costs and
time associated with having to bring in demonstrators can limit choices. The “professional”
demonstrators will stay in their home shop and do multiple demonstrations in the time to
travel to and from our meeting. And most importantly have greater financial profit.
On the other hand, opening ourselves to an Interactive Remote Demonstration at a live inperson meeting, allows greater selection of presenters and topics. We can explore possibilities
we could not normally afford due to the additional travel costs, i.e., Europe, Australia, New
Zealand and so on.
We will continue to get as many live demonstrators as are available and affordable and then
sprinkle in Interactive Remote Demonstrations at our in-person meetings to add variety. The
2022 line up follows.
The January meeting will be an in-house presentation of various topics by the membership.
This meeting will be a format similar to sessions we have had in the past where multiple
stations will be set up at our meeting place with members demonstrating various topics.

February will feature Mark Dreyer from Chicago demonstrating basic pen making. This will
be a Zoom presentation at a club meeting. Mark will explain and demonstrate the A to Z of
pen making. Mark has been making pens for over 20 years and is one of the most
knowledgeable pen makers in the world. This is a can't miss demonstration for those
interested in pens. Marks web site is: markdreyerturning.com

March is our premier event featuring Nick Agar, from the

Savannah, GA area in person. Nick will be here for a few days
giving us a meeting demonstration, providing an all-day Saturday
presentation and then a couple of day classes at our club shop.
The topics for the presentation and classes are still being finalized
but Nick is known for his coloring and texturing techniques better
referred to as surface enhancements for platters and bowls. His
award-winning work often incorporates carving, airbrushing,
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Preview of Programs for 2022 (Cont'd)
ceramic and metal effects. Nicks web site is: nickagarstudios.com

April has been finalized! We will have, in person, John Shrader, from Seattle, WA. John will

demonstrate "Metals in Woodturning," a program on using metal in wood turning to include:
metal spinning, embedded wire, and powdered metal inlay. John has been on our schedule for a
few years but has been delayed due to the Covid restrictions on in-person meetings.
In May Jimmie Allen , owner of D-Way Tools, Silverdale, WA will visit us to give a demonstration
of his box making using his signature Boxmaster tools. He may also have a presentation describing
the unique manufacturing process for his turning tools. As always Jimmie will bring a fine
selection of his D-Way Tools for sale. The D-Way Tools web site is: d-waytools.com .
In June we will have John Beaver, Pacific Palisades, CA give a
demonstration on his Wave Bowl. Essentially this is a process
of cutting a “wave shape” into a bowl blank, inserting a
“wave” piece into the blank, gluing up the blank pieces and
turning a bowl with the “visual wave” appearing in the
finished bowl. If there is interest, John will also be available
for classes in our club shop. His website with many wave
bowl photographs is: www.johnbeaver.net.
For July we have re-scheduled Eric Lofstrom , from Silverdale, WA. He is a NWW favorite. The
plan is for Eric to give the demonstration in person and also conduct some turning classes at our
off-site shop. We are still finalizing the topic but one Eric has not done for us is: “Turning a Rice
Bowl”. Eric’s website is: www.ericlofstrom.com

August brings the club picnic.
September program has not been finalized yet. Stay tuned!
October has been finalized! We will have an in-person demonstration on "Finishing, Buffing
and More" by Jay Shepard , Olympia, WA. Jay will present a program on techniques and materials
to finish wood turnings. These include the use of air brushes, water based acrylic paint and waterbased lacquer. For plain wood finishes he uses a thistle oil product. This presentation was given
by Jay at the 2018 AAW Symposium in Portland, OR. Jay has also been on our schedule for some
time but delayed due to Covid meeting restrictions.
November is our annual holiday banquet.
December, by long-standing tradition, has no scheduled meeting.
If you have suggestions for demonstrators and/or topics you would like to see please feel free to
contact me at dpettenski@msn.com or any Board member.
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Know Your Woods
Goncalo Alves (Astronium spp.), also referred to as Tigerwood or

Jobillo, is found from Mexico southward to Brazil. Trees grow 100-130
ft tall with a 3-5 ft trunk diameter.
Heartwood is typically a medium reddish brown with irregularly
spaced streaks of dark brown to black. Color tends to darken with age.
Grain usually wavy or interlocked. Fine, uniform texture with good
natural luster.
Goncalo Alves is rated as very durable regarding decay resistance.
The wood is generally not too difficult to work, despite its high density.
Figured pieces with irregular grain can pose a challenge in planing and
machining operations. Goncalo Alves can also have a moderate
blunting effect on cutters. The wood is very resistant to moisture
absorption, which can make it difficult to glue. Goncalo Alves turns
and finishes well.
Goncalo Alves is commonly referred to as “Tigerwood” or “Brazilian
Tigerwood” among flooring dealers. The wood has superb stiffness,
strength, hardness, and durability. The name “Jobillo” is sometimes
used to refer to higher grades of Goncalo Alves among woodturners.
From THE WOOD DATABASE
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Turning on the Web* ...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
2021 is winding down…...for most it has been a
second stressful year of uncertainty. So it’s time
to lighten up and have some fun! What better
way than to turn some veggies! Yup….you read
that right…..healthy woodturning! And who
better to show us the way than one of our
favorite demonstrators, Cindy Drozda.
Just like turning wood, some veggie turning can
be utilitarian. Watch as Cindy peels a Kohlrabi
on her lathe.

http://cindydrozda.blogspot.com/2011 /11 /cindy-drozda-peels-kholrabi-on-lathe.html
So efficient and much safer…..not a chance of slicing your finger with a knife or vegetable
peeler. Just think of the potential…..slicing the kernels off of a corn cob with a razor sharp
skew. I wonder if Eric Lofstrom can do that? Peeling squash and cucumbers too!
Of course, not all should be utilitarian. Watch as Cindy moves on to something more artistic
as she creates a beautiful live edge bowl from a head of Romanesco Cauliflower. This is a
great exercise in tool control and finesse. What a
beautiful centerpiece for a festive holiday dinner
…..and even the “shavings” can be enjoyed!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= guClqaO57yU
Of course, our new adventure can be further expanded
…...maybe a squash hollow form or lidded box? Or from
a potato or apple?
To push our creativity even further, I am offering a $20 Craft Supply gift certificate to the first
NWW member to submit a lathe turned tomato hollow form! It can be of any variety of
tomato…..but it has to be 100% tomato…..no resins , CA glue, plaster or other substances
allowed. And if you fail and end up with the tomato on your face shield be sure to send a
photo….it might show up as one of Ray’s infamous Outtakes!
Happy Holidays to all!

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques. Even some
well known turners have bad habits!
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A Note from the Club Librarian
by Tal Birdsong
It occurred to me that many of our new
members may not be aware that we have
a library of excellent books and DVDs
available for borrowing at each meeting.
We won't be having a NWW meeting in
December, but the library will be open
during the January meeting. Please feel
free to come browse and check out
materials. This is a great resource to
improve your wood turning journey.
We have several items checked out presently, and there has not been much oportunity to return
them for at least 2 months. If you have materials that need to be returned please make an effort
to attend the January meeting and bring them back so others can check them out.
Some new titles that have been recently donated to the library are:

Turned Boxes 50 Designs by Chris Stott.
Pyrography Workbook by Sue Walters. This is a workbook for learning woodburning
Sculpting Bowls by Rip and Tammi Mann .
Segmented Wood Turning by William Smith .
This is not a complete listing of new arrivals, just enough to whet your appetite for good
inspiration. Hope to see a big turnout in January.

Richard Raffan on YouTube
Richard Raffan says:

Some of you might be interested in my new YouTube
Channel. I'm making a series of videos with Dave Segal.
These will be demonstration rather than instructional
videos that aim to show each project in real time with a
bit of commentary that I hope will answer the usual
questions and a few more. For in depth explanations of
the tools and techniques you'll need to refer to my books
and videos and those are listed on my new website (https://www.richardraffan.com.au ). The
YouTube videos: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2tEGrCP1 GiVwfaT4K9bcNw
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The Tenacity of Trees!
This is the twentieth in a series of pictures demonstrating the determination to survive. Contributed by Les Books.

Didn't Accept Winter
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

Membership Chairperson

President

Brad Burdick
Will Alexander
Membership@nwwwt.org

Rod Parker
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Education Outreach Chairperson

Brad Thompson
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

TBD
Outreach@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Mentoring Chairperson

Norman Lanford
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Pat Goddard
Mentors@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Sawdust Saturday Chairperson

Phil Kezele
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
SawdustSaturday@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Librarian

Sherri Greenleaf
Memberatlarge1@nwwwt.org

Tal Birdsong
Librarian@nwwwt.org

Giovanni Monteferrante
Memberatlarge2@nwwwt.org

Gallery Photographer

Ron Radliff
Photographer@nwwwt.org

Greg Camrud
Memberatlarge3@nwwwt.org

Newsletter Editor

Ray Shields
Newsletter@nwwwt.org

Tom Thornton
Memberatlarge4@nwwwt.org

Programs Chairperson
David Pettenski
Programs@nwwwt.org

Website Manager

Ray Shields
Web@nwwwt.org
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Classified Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Tom
Thornton (chippytom44@gmail.com),
or bring the tools to a weekend
parking lot sale. Thank you!!!

to our Club members

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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Ads (Cont'd)
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Outtakes

Barbara Dill throws her whole self into her work....
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